Depend on the HWH Difference

- Hydraulic Landing Gear and Leveling systems are designed for horse trailers and the harsh conditions they see.

- Precision fitting jacks are designed like aircraft landing gear for ultimate stability.

- You can run jacks separately or together for jack equalization - no need for drop legs.

- Easy and powerful back-up pump, with no special tools or drills required.

- Manufactured in the USA by the undisputed leader in vehicle and trailer leveling… HWH®.

- Extensive parts and service network nationwide to keep you on the level.

Stop the Rocking!

Schedule an appointment with your favorite Horse Trailer Dealer or Service Center to have your new HWH® Leveling System installed.

Take Your Trailer to the Next Level with

Landing Gear and Leveling Systems

Improving Your RV Experience Since 1967

On I-80, Exit 267 South | 2096 Moscow Road
Moscow, Iowa 52760
Phone: (800)321-3494 | (563)724-3396
Fax: (563)724-3408
www.HWH.com
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HWH Landing Gear and Leveling Systems are specifically designed for Horse Trailers to minimize the rocking caused by interior and exterior forces.

- Slide-outs utilize a four-point attachment, which draws in all four corners for a better seal against the elements.
- Add rear jacks for full leveling and excellent stability.
- Weather resistant metal box with sealed toggle switches for long life.
- Two-stage back-up pump is fast, easy and powerful.
- Anti-corrosive rods prevent rust (rust eats jack seals).